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Abstract
This paper presentsIDnet mesh, a general-purpose

user identity solution for the Internet, which provides a
scalable commonidentity validationservice to the pub-
lic. This common service can enable diversified new In-
ternet services as well as new features for existing ones.
IDnet mesh uses tamper-resistant biometric-based hard-
ware devices, called Internet passports, to achieve strong
user accountability. At the same time, the system ex-
ploits cryptographic hash functions and RSA to fully pre-
serve user privacy on the public Internet. Our system
adopts a practical trust model such that it yields high
system evolvability; it requires no changes to the cur-
rent Internet infrastructure and protocols, and therefore
is completely incrementally deployable.

We use a Linux-based implementation of IDnet mesh
algorithm and protocols at a cluster of servers in Emu-
lab to perform benchmarks for the core algorithm and to
test the functional integrity of the protocol implementa-
tion. We perform extensive evaluation of IDnet mesh’s
scalability, security, efficiency, and reliability. Finally,
we assess the overhead induced by our system in the
case of Email and Web services and demonstrate that ID-
net mesh can be scalably integrated with these services,
thereby improving their integrity.

1 Introduction
Problem. “On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog,”
states Peter Steiner’s famous New Yorker cartoon [12].
Fifteen years has passed since this cartoon was first pub-
lished, and things have not changed in the meantime. In-
deed, the Internet architecture hides a user’s real identity
by design, which causes tremendous problems on a daily
basis, simply because there are no effective means to en-
ableaccountability.

In the context of Steiner’s famous cartoon, the funda-
mental question we attempt to answer in this paper is the
following: Can we build a system that would guarantee
that nobody on the public Internet knows that you are
a dog, while making you accountable?Indeed, we argue
that in order to achieve this goal, it is essential not only to
bring accountability to the end user’s host (e.g., [14,24]),
but to theend useritself. To motivate this approach, and
to demonstrate limitations of the current user identity so-
lutions, consider the following examples.

Examples. Email address is a typical example of
user identity. By using a security solution such as
OpenPGP [23], we can well verify the association be-
tween a user’s Email address and the messages that she

sends. However, even with OpenPGP, we have no effec-
tive way to counter SPAMs because the Email address is
usually meaningless for people who do not know the user
in advance. We can hardly tell whether an Email is sent
from a spammer or not. Without the ability to identify
who sent it, we accept all Emails sent to us, the majority
of which are typically unwanted.

Web accounts are another example of user identity.
However, except for accounts of a small fraction of Web
sites that require a user’s real name information (e.g.,
credit card information, bank account) for registration,
the rest usually carry little meaning about a user’s real
identity. As a result, they are helpless to counter van-
dalizers or spammers. Vandalizers and spammers are
posing significant threats to the rising Web 2.0 applica-
tions [33], which aim to enhance information sharing,
collaboration, creativity, and functionality of the Web.
More fundamentally, it has become impossible to under-
stand if comments at a site are biased or not. For exam-
ple, enterprises such as Sony or Wal-Mart have already
been caught creating fake blogs [21].

Social-networking sites such as MySpace and Face-
book have grown exponentially in recent years, with
teenagers making up a large part of their membership.
This has created a new venue for sexual predators who
lie about their age to lure young victims and for cyber
bullies who send threatening and anonymous messages.
Under mounting pressure from law enforcement and par-
ents, MySpace agreed in January 2008 to take steps to
protect youngsters from online sexual predators and bul-
lies, including to search for ways to betterverify users’
age [2, 11]. MySpace acknowledged in the agreement
that it would find and develop online identity authentica-
tion tools. Skeptics are doubtful that MySpace and sim-
ilar sites can eliminate the problem because such tools
could be difficult to implement and predators are good at
circumventing restrictions [2]. We argue below that such
tools are feasible, and provide the design and implemen-
tation of a solution.

Solution. In this paper, we propose a general pur-
pose user identity solution for the Internet —IDnet mesh.
This solution introduces a user identity representation
that can provideaccountability for a user’s real iden-
tity. Such accountability serves as the key to address
the aforementioned issues,e.g., to counter Email or Web
SPAMs, or to enable an effective adult check.

IDnet mesh supports both user privacy and user ac-
countability. It supportsuser privacyby restricting the
exposure of a user’s real identity only toonethird party,
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i.e., home IDnet, that she trusts most, (e.g., a bank, a uni-
versity, a service- or a content-provider such as Google
or MySpace). A user’s real identity is fully hidden on
the public Internet. It supportsuser accountabilityby
making the user accountable to (and only to) its home
IDnet provider of its own choice. Indeed, each user has
the full control for the choice of this third party at any
time, and the business competition among IDnets ensures
that the third party must value the privacy demands from
users [4].

The IDnet mesh supports the above features by provid-
ing a scalable common service to the public —identity
validation, i.e., to validate whether a user is accountable
or not. It exploits large scale replication of authentica-
tion data to support high scalability for the service. It
takes advantage of cryptographic hash functions to ad-
dress security challenges for the replication. In addition,
we design an inexpensive biometric user device,Inter-
net passport, which enables strong user authentication,
thereby significantly raising the security level.

Contributions. Our contributions are fourfold: (i) We
design an effective user identity solution for the Internet
that can support both strong user accountability and pri-
vacy. (ii) We propose a practical trust model that enables
high system evolvability for the solution. (iii) We im-
plement the algorithm and protocols for the solution and
test their functional integrity on a testbed. (iv) We per-
form extensive evaluation of the solution and show that it
can achieve outstanding performance for scalability, se-
curity, efficiency, reliability, and incremental deployabil-
ity at the same time.

Regarding scalability, we show that the identity val-
idation service workload associated withall Email and
Web requests generated by theentire current Internet
user population (about 1.5 billion users) could be han-
dled by less than 20,000 IDnet mesh edge servers (i.e.,
summed over all IDnet providers); the number could be
further significantly reduced when we consider the fact
that in many cases we only need to use the identity vali-
dation service to bootstrap user accountability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce our basic design of the IDnet mesh.
In Section 3, we introduce the related work and com-
pare it with our solution. Then, in Section 4, we describe
detailed system algorithm and protocols implementation.
Next, in Section 5, we evaluate the system performance
in terms of scalability, efficiency, reliability, security, and
incremental deployability. We also show Email and Web
application examples in this section. Finally, we con-
clude in Section 6.

2 Basic Design
2.1 Local Identity Infrastructure — IDnet
We first introduceIDnet, the building block of our so-
lution. EachIDnet is a local identity infrastructure ad-
ministered by a single authority (a bank, a university, a

service- or a content provider,etc). It provides a com-
mon service to the public —identity validation, i.e., to
validate whether a user is the IDnet’s registered user.

Each user can register a unique identity at an ID-
net that she trusts most by providing her real identity
(real name, national ID number, driver license number,
or passport number,etc). We call this IDnet the user’s
home IDnet. After registration, the home IDnet issues
the (physically present) user anInternet passport, with
which the user can access services that require identity
validation. During the validation, the user being vali-
dated generates a temporary electronic identityTID us-
ing her Internet passport, and the user (or service) that
validates uses the IDnet service to verify whether the
TID is valid, i.e., is associated with a registered user
of the IDnet.

Each IDnet consists of two basic components:ID-
net authorityand IDnet agents. The IDnet authority is
the authority that administers the IDnet. It maintains a
central database that stores identity information for each
registered user (including information about her Internet
passport and real identity). IDnet agents are designed to
provide high scalability for the identity validation ser-
vice via large scale replication. Each IDnet agent repli-
cates ahashed copyof Internet passport data (excluding
the real identity information) from the central database.
We use the hashed copy instead of the original version of
user data to ensuresecurity. Each agent stores a different
hashed copy to effectively localize security threats, as we
explain in more detail below.
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Figure 1: An IDnet with a two-level hierarchy

Internet passport. The IDnet issues each registered
user a unique 160-bitpermanent identity(PID) and a
160-bit secret code(SEC). Both data are stored in an
Internet passport, which is a small and cheap device that
can be plugged into the user’s computer via a USB port.
The Internet passport is designed to support strong user
authentication. It uses a built-in clock to generate a time-
changingpasscode used for identity validation based on
theSEC. In our design, apasscode expires 30 seconds
after being generated, as we explain in more detail be-
low. The reading of apasscode is unlocked via the user’s
biometric properties,i.e., thumbprint. The Internet pass-
port is designed to be tamper-resistant [15, 30] such that
it effectively deters any attempts to steal theSEC. We
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explain and evaluate the implementation of the Internet
passport in Sections 4 and 5, and show that its cost can
be made around $10 or less.

Identity validation. To make the identity validation
service bothscalableand secure, the IDnet authority
propagates a hashed copy of each user’sPID andSEC

to IDnet agents. The propagation structure is a tree-like
hierarchy as exemplified in Figure 1. The root node of
the tree is the IDnet authority. The remaining nodes are
IDnet agents. Each edge in the tree indicates a distinct
propagation and each propagation uses a different hash
function. The IDnet authority first propagates hashed
copies to level-1 agents, which in turn propagate hashed
copies to level-2 agents, and so on. For example, the ID-
net authority first propagates a hashed copy to agent 1 us-
ing hash functionh1. Then agent 1 propagates a hashed
copy to agent 6 using hash functionh6. As a result, the
hashed copy ofPID andSEC being stored at agent 6
becomesh6h1(PID) andh6h1(SEC).

Such design effectively localizes security threats. A
compromised agent can at most affect the subtree that
roots at it and has no effect on the remaining system.
We discuss this issue further in Section 5.5. Note that
private information (e.g., name, driver licence or passport
number) is never propagated to IDnet agents.

The identity validation service is provided at the ID-
net’s edge agents(i.e., leaf nodes of the tree). For each
edge agent, the IDnet authority issues it a pair of public
and private keys. Each agent announces to the public an
agent entrywhich contains its public key and hash func-
tion sequence (e.g., h6h1(·) for agent 6). The agent entry
is signed by the IDnet authority.

The identity validation process can be formulated by
Equations (1)-(4). Below we introduce the main idea of
this process, and provide details later in Section 4.

HPIDi = Hi(PID), HSECi = Hi(SEC) (1)

passcode = P (HSECi, time) (2)

TID = f(HPIDi, time, context, PubKeyi) (3)

(HPIDi, time, context) = g(TID, PriKeyi) (4)

Hi – the hash function sequence of agenti, equivalent to a composite
hash function.P – a cryptographic hash function.time – the time
provided by the Internet passport’s built-in clock.f – a function to
generateTID from HPIDi. g – a function to recoverHPIDi from
TID. PubKeyi andPriKeyi – the public, private key pair of agenti.
Hi andP are implemented based on SHA-1.f andg are implemented
based on RSA.

First, the user chooses a suitable agent (denoted by
i) and computes her hashedPID and SEC (denoted
by HPIDi andHSECi) stored at agenti using agent
i’s hash function sequence (using Equation (1)). Then
she generates apasscode via the Internet passport (us-
ing Equation (2)). After that, she computes a temporary
identity TID based onHPIDi, the time same as the
one used to generatepasscode, public key of the agent,
and a 160-bit service context (using Equation (3)).

Next, theTID andpasscode are sent to agenti (either

directly from the end user or indirectly via relays). From
the TID, the agent recovers the user’sHPIDi (using
Equation (4)), which in turn helps to retrieve the user’s
HSECi (by querying the database). The agent also re-
covers thetime from TID and checks its validity. In
our implementation, validtime should differ no more
than 30 seconds from the agent’s system clock, which is
looselysynchronized with the Internet passport’s built-in
clock. Then the agent verifies thepasscode by regener-
ating it the same way as the user does (Equation (2)).

User privacy and accountability. During the identity
validation, the user does not reveal herPID and what
others can see is just theTID. Equation (3) ensures that
others are unable to distinguish whether twoTIDs ob-
served at two different times or places are associated with
the same user, hence unable to infer the user’s identity. In
this way, the solution retains a user’sprivacy.

To supportaccountability, the home IDnet authority
(and only the home IDnet authority) can resolve a user’s
real identity based on theTID and the agent used. To
do this, it first recovers the user’sHPIDi from theTID

(using Equation (4)). Then it resolves the user’s real
identity by looking up in a table that maps all users’PID

to theirHPIDi at the agent.

2.2 Universal Identity Infrastructure —
IDnet Mesh

A universal identity infrastructure can be formed by
gradually merging IDnets, and we therefore name this
universal infrastructureIDnet mesh. For example, sev-
eral IDnets can merge together to form a small IDnet
mesh; later on, several small IDnet meshes can merge
together to form a more universal IDnet mesh.

High trust merging. The first way of merging is to
simply merge the central databases of the two IDnets.
This is applicable for cases that the two IDnet providers
have strong trust with each other (e.g., one company buys
the other or two companies merge together thereby form-
ing a new company under a single administration).

Low trust merging. The second way of merging is a
more general case where the two IDnet providers bear
little trust with each other but simply have a motiva-
tion to reuse each other’s infrastructure. For such cases,
they can merge by propagating to each other’s central
database a hashed copy of users’PIDs andSECs (real
identities and other private information are never propa-
gated beyond a home IDnet).

From the perspective of each IDnet authority, the other
IDnet authority works essentially the same as one of its
level-1 IDnet agents. This minimizes risks of the low
trust merging. A system fault or a compromised agent
that occurs in the other IDnet will not cause security
threats on an IDnet’s own infrastructure.

A big picture of merging. Figure 2 exemplifies a
big picture of merging in which seven IDnets belong-
ing to two countries merge together and form a large ID-
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net mesh. IDnetA (or IDnet meshA) results from high
trust merging of two separate IDnets, thereby becoming
equivalent to a single IDnet now. IDnetB is similar, re-
sulting from high trust merging of three IDnets. IDnetC

merges with both IDnetA andB via low trust merging,
thereby forming peering relationship with them. There
are also two pairs of IDnets across countries (A andE, B
andF ) forming peering relationships via low trust merg-
ing; high trust merging could be rare between IDnets of
different countries for security or other reasons.

The merging between IDnetD and IDnetA is a spe-
cial case of low trust merging, in whichD propagates
its hashed user data toA while A does not do the same
to D. Indeed, this indicates a customer-provider rela-
tionship between them.D is a special IDnet that only
has IDnet authority but no agents (e.g., a university that
maintains user accounts for all its students).D estab-
lishes a customer-provider service contract withA and
propagates toA the hashed user data. For example, com-
panies such as Google or Akamai, which already have
large-scale infrastructures, could provide IDnet services
as well. In this way,D can useA’s infrastructure to pro-
vide wide-area identity validation service for its users.

IDnet forwarding. In the above scenario,D might
also askA to further relay its hashed user data toB, C

andE if A’s service agreements withB, C, andE al-
low this. In this way,D can also useB, C, andE’s
infrastructures such thatD’s identity validation service
becomes more widely available (even across the coun-
try). We call such a relayIDnet forwarding.

2.3 IDnet Mesh’s Trust Model
In this section, we explain the solution model for an un-
derlying but fundamental question:How can we trust an
IDnet that we previously do not know?, i.e., the IDnet
mesh’s trust model.

Mutual initial trust. The initial trust between a user
and her home IDnet is established in a mutual way. The
user trusts this IDnet most, therefore she selects it as her
home IDnet. The home IDnet trusts the user, therefore it
issues the user the Internet passport. This mutual initial
trust serves as the starting point of the entire trust model.1

Trustee area.Figure 3 depicts our entire trust model.
First, we define thetrustee areaof an IDnet. The trustee

1For example, trust established between Google and its clients who al-
ready store their Emails and other documents at Google’s servers, is an
example of such mutual initial trust.
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area of an IDnet is the area that consists of all IDnets that
trust this IDnet. For example, in Figure 3, the trustee area
of IDnet A consists of IDnetsC, D, E, andG. These
IDnets trustA by allowing A to propagate its hashed
user data to their databases. The propagation is either
direct – via high trust or low trust merging, (e.g., A→C

andA→D) or indirect – through IDnet forwarding (e.g.,
A→C→G andA→D→E). The propagation structure
can be represented by a spanning tree rooted atA to all
other IDnets in the trustee area,i.e., there is a unique
propagation route fromA to each IDnet.

Trust area. Secondly, we define thetrust areaof an
IDnet. The trust area of an IDnet is the area that consists
of all IDnets that this IDnet trusts. It is quite different
from the trustee area. The trust area is completely de-
fined by each IDnet itself while the trustee area depends
on other IDnets’ will. The IDnetexplicitly expresses its
trust by endorsing the public keys of other IDnets. In Fig-
ure 3, IDnetB explicitly trusts IDnetsC, D, F , andG,
thereby defining its trust area. A trust area is defined on
aper servicebasis and therefore it specifies not onlywho
to trust butwhat to trust as well. For example, an IDnet
can define very different trust areas for Web, Email, P2P,
and VPN services.

Validation area. Next, we definevalidation area,
which is associated with a pair of IDnets. Referring to
Figure 3, the validation areaof A for B is the overlapped
area betweenA’s trustee area andB’s trust area. This
area consists of all IDnets through whichB’s users can
validate identities ofA’s users.B’s users admit the iden-
tity validation results because these IDnets are within
B’s trust area. The identity validation forA’s users can
be performed because these IDnets have imported the
hashed copy ofA’s user data.

2.4 Services
The IDnet mesh provides two basic identity validation
services as shown in Figure 4:online validationandof-
fline validation.

Validation agent. Before explaining the two services,
we first introduce the concept ofvalidation agent, which
they will refer to. Suppose that usera’s home IDnet is
A and userb’s home IDnet isB. A validation agentof
a for b is defined asany IDnet agent ofany IDnet within
the validation area ofA for B.
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Online validation. In online validation (for appli-
cations such as Web), usera sends her validation data
(TID andpasscode) along with the service request to
userb. Thenb validatesa’s accountability via a valida-
tion agent by relayinga’s validation data. If the valida-
tion is successful,b acceptsa’s service request, otherwise
not. For example,b could be a Web site anda could be
one of its users;b can use online validation to protect
itself from malicious users.

Offline validation. In offline validation (for applica-
tions such as Email), there is no online communication
betweena andb; a wants to deliver a data object tob,
andb wants to validate the accountability of the object
sender. To do this,a encodes the object’s data finger-
print (using SHA-1) into the 160-bit service context (as
shown in Equation (3)) to generate theTID. Thena

asks a validation agent to validateTID andpasscode.
If the validation is successful, the agent returnsa a dig-
ital signature that certifies the association betweenTID

and the service context (decrypted fromTID).
Next, a delivers the data object together with the sig-

nature,TID, and the agent entry (defined in Section 2.1)
of the validation agent.b can then verify the sender’s ac-
countability by checking the consistency among the sig-
nature, the object’s fingerprint, and theTID.

For example,b could be a user who wants to only read
Emails from accountable users (such that she can effec-
tively counter SPAMs). Then an Email usera can use the
offline validation to show the accountability.

3 Related Work
Host accountability vs. user accountability.Account-
able Internet protocol(AIP) [24] proposes a network
architecture that provides accountability as a first-order
property; host identity protocol[14] (HIP) provides a
network solution that decouples a host’s identity from its
topological location. Both solutions enable host account-
ability. However, host accountability is fundamentally
different from the user accountability that our solution
can provide. For example, a host accountability solution
is unable to verify if a user is adult or not [2,11]. Indeed,
the key to solving those problem cases that we introduced
in Section 1 is to enable a regular approach to apply lia-
bility. The liability is always applied to users, not hosts.
Therefore, host accountability is insufficient. In addition,
both HIP and AIP require fundamental changes to the
current Internet infrastructure and protocols, and there-
fore are not incrementally deployable and readily avail-

able as our solution is.
Trust model comparison. The trust model of IDnet

mesh shares a flavor ofweb of trust[34] in that both
exploit a bottom-up trust propagation process, which is
realistic in terms of the trust evolution nature. On the
contrary, thepublic key infrastructure(PKI) [9] assumes
a strict top-down hierarchy of trust which relies on a sin-
gle “self-signed” root that is trusted by everyone. The
unreality of such a “self-signed” root at a global scale
impedes the PKI from evolving to a universal solution.
Currently most PKI systems stay at enterprise scale.

The trust model of IDnet mesh differs from the web
of trust in that it requires each IDnet to explicitly express
its trust and prohibits implicit trust,i.e., transitive trust. It
therefore ensuresdeterministic trust. However, the tran-
sitive trust can be used as an external mechanism to es-
tablish an explicit trust. By contrast, the web of trust
fundamentally depends upon the use of transitive trust
to help trust propagation, which leads to uncertainty of
trust. Such uncertainty significantly restricts the useful-
ness of the web of trust.

Finally, IDnet mesh’s trust model is much more prac-
tical than social-networking based solutions (e.g., [32])
because it removes the trust “burden” from individual
users, and delegates this job to IDnet providers.

Kerberos and Ethane. The newest version ofKer-
beros [10] introduces a cross realm authentication fea-
ture to make it more feasible to scale to larger sets of
networks. Our identity validation service is similar in
spirit to the Kerberos cross realm authentication. How-
ever, since our solution is designed for a much larger net-
work environment — the Internet, we focus on solving
far more demanding scalability and security challenges.

Ethane[26] proposes an enterprise network architec-
ture that exploits centralized control to facilitate system
configuration and maintenance. In our solution, we adopt
a similar centralized control design for each IDnet. We
have the IDnet authority to propagate user data and sys-
tem announcements to all agents in a centralized way.

4 Implementation
Here, we provide details about the system implementa-
tion. In particular, we describe the core IDnet identity
validation algorithm (including the database implemen-
tation), as well as IDnet system and user protocols.

4.1 Core Algorithm
4.1.1 User Database Implementation
Each IDnet authority or agent maintains a user database
that stores both user data of its own IDnet and user data
propagated from other IDnets. No private information
is ever propagated among IDnets. Data of each user is
represented by a user entry. Each user entry is a 3-tuple
{HPID, HSEC, block id}. HPID andHSEC are
the hashed version of a user’sPID andSEC at this ID-
net authority or agent.block id is an identifer ofuser
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block. We divide user data of each IDnet into large user
blocks. Each block contains up to 100,000 user entries.2

Theblock id is 2-byte long. This means that each IDnet
can have up to 64K blocks, which correspond to up to
6.5 billion users. This is about the number of the current
world population.

The user database is implemented as a set of tables
with the same structure inMySQLdatabase. Each user
entry corresponds to a row in a table. Each table stores
up to 16 user blocks of an IDnet. Therefore, each ta-
ble can hold up to 1.6 million user entries. The name of
each table is a 48-character string that encodes both ID-
net identifier and block identifier for the user data in the
table. The first 5 characters are the prefix “IDnet”. The
rest 43 characters are the hexadecimal representation of
the 20-byte IDnet identifier and the higher 12-bit of the
block identifier. Each IDnet identifier is a self-certifying
flat name generated using SHA-1.

4.1.2 Core Algorithm Implementation

Here, we introduce our implementation of the core algo-
rithm — the identity validation algorithm. Figures 5(a)
and 5(b) describe in detail the algorithm both at the end
user and at the edge agent.

Our implementation code is written in C++. We use
the Crypto++ [3] library for cryptographic functions
such as SHA-1 and RSA. We useRSAES-OAEPfor the
RSA encryption scheme andRSASSA-PSSfor the RSA
signature scheme, both of which are recommended by
RFC-3447 [13] for new applications in the interest of in-
creased robustness.

4.2 IDnet Protocol
The IDnet system has two types of protocols —ID-
net system protocolandIDnet user protocol. The IDnet
system protocol operates among an IDnet authority and
agents of the same IDnet or between IDnet authorities of
two different IDnets. The IDnet user protocol functions
between IDnet edge agents and users.

Both protocols share the same general message for-
mat as shown in Figure 5(c) and are implemented upon
TCP or UDP. Each message consists of a 2-byte message
header and a variable length message body. The message
header includes two fields: (i) type code, which speci-
fies the message type, and (ii) REQ bit, which indicates
whether the message is a request. Figures 5(d) and 5(e)
summarize all IDnet system protocol messages and user
protocol messages, as we explain in more detail below.

2The key design reason for defining the user block is to bound the pre-
computation time cost for reverse mapping operations. When we want
to reverse map theHPID to its PID at the home IDnet, we need
to precompute a table that maps eachPID to its HPID. With user
blocks, this precomputation only needs to be performed on a block’s
boundary, which takes less than 3 seconds based on benchmark results
on our test machine. The precomputation time cost is amortized across
all reverse mapping operations forHPIDs in the same block and the
mapping tables for frequently accessed blocks can be cached.

4.2.1 IDnet System Protocol
We define eight types of IDnet system protocol messages
as shown in Figure 5(d), four of which are illustrated in
detail in Figure 7. They are divided into two categories
— user data messagesandsystem announcement mes-
sages. The user data messages are designed to propa-
gate hashed copy of user data from an IDnet authority to
all its agents and to other IDnet authorities. The system
announcement messages are designed to propagate sys-
tem announcements (e.g., information about agents, trust
area, and trustee area) from an IDnet authority to all its
agents.

A. User data messages
• User entry updateconsists of a list of user entries

that need to be updated for an IDnet whose identifier is
indicated by the fieldIDnet id. Each user entry con-
tains the hashed version of a user’sPID andSEC. The
update initiates from the home IDnet authority and later
propagates to all IDnet agents within the trustee area.
The propagation paths are: (i) from an IDnet authority
to other IDnet authorities, (ii) from an IDnet authority to
all its level-1 agents, and (iii) from a level-1 agent to all
its level-2 agents.

We pace the user entry updates initiated by an IDnet at
one-hour intervals. Each user entry update is guaranteed
to be propagated to all IDnet agents in the trustee area
within the next hour. We will explain how this can be
achieved in Section 5.3.1. This guarantees that any user
data updates made at a home IDnet authority will take
effect in thewholetrustee area within two hours.

• User entry sanity checkanduser entry sanity check
responseare designed for maintenance purpose. They
help to verify the consistency among user databases of
different IDnet authorities and agents. They are the only
system protocol messages that use UDP.

B. System announcement messages
• Agent entry updateis designed to announce agent

information. It contains anagent entry, which consists
of the identifier, hash function sequence, and public key
of an agent. In addition, it includes a signature block
which certifies the entry. The signature block includes:
(i) an SHA-1 fingerprint for the entry data, (ii) the incep-
tion date and expiration date of signature, (iii) the signer,
which is the IDnet identifier, and (iv) a 2048-bit RSA
signature by the IDnet authority. The signature block is
updated every day and expires after two days. An IDnet
authority updates agent entries every day. If no changes
happen to an agent’s information (which is the common
case), only the signature block needs to be updated.

• Trust area updateis designed to announce an IDnet’s
trust area definition. It includes atrust area summaryand
a list of trust area entries. The former is a short digest
for the trust area definition. The latter lists all IDnets in
the trust area. Each trust area entry corresponds to one
IDnet. It consists of an IDnet identifier and a 256-bit ser-
vice type bitmap. The service type bitmap defines types
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User side algorithm
0. The Internet passport storesIDnet id (20 bytes),PID (20
bytes),SEC (20 bytes), andblock id (2 bytes).
• IDnet id – the identifier of the user’s home IDnet.

1. The user chooses a suitable agent (denoted byi) (Section 5.4.1).
2. The user inputsHi (up to 300 bytes) andadditional nonce (12
bytes) into the Internet passport. In return, the Internet passport out-
puts thepasscode (20 bytes),time (8 bytes),IDnet id, block id,
andPID. Thepasscode is computed using Equations (5)–(7).
• “ |” – the concatenation mark.
• SHA – the SHA-1 hash function.
• Hi – hash function sequence of agenti. Each hash function

hk(x) in the sequence is defined by a 20-byte hash function idhidk.
hk(x) is defined asSHA(hidk XOR x). The maximum length of
a hash function sequence is 15.
• additional nonce – an additional nonce used to counterTID

replay attacks as we will describe in Section 5.5.4
• time – the time at the granularity of microseconds provided by

the Internet passport’s built-in clock.
3. The user’s computer generatesTID using Equations (8) and (9).
• context (20 bytes) – the service context. For offline validation,

this is the SHA-1 fingerprint of the data object to deliver.
• PubKeyi (128 bytes) – the public key of agenti.

Agent side algorithm
4. Upon receiving theTID andpasscode, the agent first decodes
TID using Equation (10), which restoresIDnet id, block id,
HPIDi, context, time, andadditional nonce.
• PriKeyi – the private key of agenti.

5. The agent checks whethertime differs less than 30 seconds from
its own clock. If not, it returns failure for the validation.
6. The agent queries its user database to fetch the user’sHSECi

based onIDnet id, block id, andHPIDi. If user entry is not
found, it returns failure for the validation.
7. The agent regenerates thepasscode the same way as the user
does (Equation (7)) and checks whether it is the same as the
passcode provided by the user. If not, it returns failure.
8. If this is an online validation, the agent returns success.
9. For offline validation, the agent generates a 20-byte digital sig-
nature using Equation (11). The signature certifies the association
between theTID andcontext. The agent then returns the signa-
ture to the user.

(a) Core algorithm description

TID (128B) passcode (20B)
c) Offline validation

request:

TID (128B) signature (128B)
d) Offline validation

response:

TID (128B)
a) Online validation

:request passcode (20B) cookie (256B)

b) Online validation
:response cookie (256B) result (1 bit) reserved (15 bit)

(f) Message bodies of identity validation messages

HSECi = Hi(SEC) (5)

nonce = time | additional nonce (6)

passcode = SHA(HSECi + nonce) (7)

HPIDi = Hi(PID) (8)

TID = RSA Encrypt(IDnet id | block id | HPIDi |
context | time | additional nonce, PubKeyi)

(9)

(IDnet id | block id | HPIDi | context | time |
additional nonce) = RSA Decrypt(TID, PriKeyi)

(10)

signature = RSA Sign(TID | context, PriKeyi) (11)

(b) Core algorithm equations

message header (2B)

type (1B) REQ (1 bit) reserved (7 bit)

message body

(c) General format of IDnet protocol messages

Protocol message name type REQ Body size (bytes)

1. User data messages:
User entry update 0h 0 28 + 44Nuser

User entry sanity check 1h 1 42
User entry sanity check response1h 0 28

2. System announcement messages:
Agent entry update 10h 0 730
Trust area update 11h 0 324 + 72Ntrust

Endorsement update 12h 0 2 + 864Nendorse

Endorsement signature update 13h 0 2 + 320Nendorse

Trustee area update 14h 0 324 + 40Ntrustee

(d) IDnet system protocol messages

Protocol message name type REQ Body size (bytes)

1. Identity validation messages:
Online validation request 30h 1 404
Online validation response 30h 0 258
Offline validation request 31h 1 148
Offline validation response 31h 0 256

2. System announcement messages:
Agent entry request 32h 1 4
Agent entry response 32h 0 734
Endorsement entry request 33h 1 24
Endorsement entry response 33h 0 870
Trust area summary request 34h 1 4
Trust area summary response 34h 0 326
Trustee area summary request35h 1 4
Trustee area summary response35h 0 326
Trust area list request (TCP) 36h 1 4
Trust area list response (TCP) 36h 0 324 + 72Ntrust

Trustee area list request (TCP)37h 1 4
Trustee area list response (TCP)37h 0 324 + 40Ntrustee

(e) IDnet user protocol messages

Figure 5: IDnet system implementation

Algorithm Time per operation

1024-bit 2048-bit
RSA encryption 0.10ms 0.28ms

RSA decryption 1.55ms 8.13ms

RSA signature 1.55ms 8.13ms

RSA verification 0.12ms 0.32ms

SHA-1 0.59µs

(a) Micro-benchmarks of cryptographic algorithms

Online validation 1.85ms

- DecryptTID (RSA decryption)1.55ms

- FetchHSEC (database query)0.26ms

- Other program overhead 0.04ms

Offline validation 3.43ms

- Online validation 1.85ms

- Generate signature 1.58ms

(b) Benchmark result
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Figure 6: Processing time benchmark for core algorithm
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user entry 1 (44B)

trust area entry 1 (72B) trust area entry 2 (72B)

user entry 2 (44B)IDnet id (20B)

agent id (12 bit)

IDnet id (20B)

trust area summary (322B)

timestamp (4B)

hash function sequence (4bit + 300B)

Nuser (4B)

agent public key (128B)

Ntrust (2B)

total IDnet number (2B)

user entry

a) User entry update:

b) Agent entry update:

c) Trust area update:

d) Endorsement update:

signature block

trust area entrytrust area summary

checksum (20B) service type bitmap (32B)signature block (300B)

signature block (300B)

SHA-1 fingerprint (20B)

block id (2B) revoke (1 bit)HPID (20B) HSEC (20B)reserved (15 bit)

expiration date (2B)inception date (2B)SHA-1 fingerprint (20B) signature (256B)signer (20B)

endorsement entry

IDnet id (20B) IDnet domain name (256B) IDnet public key (256B) service type bitmap (32B) signature block (300B)

endorsement entry 1 (864B) endorsement entry 2 (864B)Nendorse (2B)

...

...

...

number of user entries in the update

number of trust area  entries in the update

number of endorsement  entries in the update

Figure 7: Message bodies of IDnet system protocol messages

of services that the specified IDnet is trusted for. If all
bits of this bitmap are set to zero, the specified IDnet will
be revoked from the trust area. An IDnet authority prop-
agates a trust area update to all its agents every day. The
update is usuallyincremental— it only includes those
IDnets whose information has been changed.
• Endorsement updateandendorsement signature up-

date are designed to announce and certify information
about each IDnet in the trust area. The latter is a compact
version of the former. In the general case, an IDnet au-
thority propagates daily an endorsement update, which
includes IDnets whose information has been changed,
and an endorsement signature update, which includes
the remaining IDnets. The endorsement update consists
of a list of endorsement entries, each of which includes
the identifier, domain name, public key, and service type
bitmap of an IDnet. In addition, it contains a signature
block that certifies the rest four fields. The signature
block is updated every day and expires after two days.
• Trustee area updateis designed to announce an ID-

net’s trustee area definition. Its format is very similar to
that of the trust area update.

4.2.2 IDnet User Protocol

The IDnet user protocol messages are divided into two
categories —identity validation messagesand system
announcement messagesas shown in Figure 5(e). All
messages excepttrust area list request / responseand
trustee area list request / responseuse UDP.

The identity validation messages define the request
and response format for online and offline validations.
Their formats are illustrated in Figure 5(f). Thecookie

field in theonline validation request / responsecan be
used to encode identifier and states associated with the
service session. With the cookie, a service provider (e.g.,
a Web site) does not have to maintain any state for a ser-
vice session until the validation completes.

The system announcement messages enable end users
to fetch and refresh system announcements from IDnet
edge agents: (i) Agent entry request / responseare de-

signed for a user to fetch and refresh the agent entry for
the edge agent that the request is sent to. (ii) Endorse-
ment entry request / responseare designed for a user to
fetch and refresh the endorsement entry for a specified
IDnet in the trust area. (iii) Trust area summary request
/ response, trust area list request / response, trustee area
summary request / response, andtrustee area list request
/ responseare designed for a user to obtain an IDnet’s
trust and trustee area definitions.

5 Evaluation
We deployed our Linux-based implementation of core al-
gorithm and protocols on a server-class test machine and
the Emulab testbed [6]. We performed benchmarks for
the core algorithm implementation on the test machine.
We tested the functional integrity of the protocol imple-
mentation on the Emulab. For systematical performance
evaluation, since it refers to a large-scale system that is
hard to deploy (or emulate) on existing testbeds, we de-
velop analytical models for the evaluation.

5.1 Internet Passport
The Internet passport plays an important role for the user
side security. To make our solution scalable, this de-
vice should be available at a reasonably low cost. In this
section, we evaluate the cost of the Internet passport by
comparing its hardware complexity with two types of re-
lated products — security tokens and biometric devices.
Based on the comparison, we estimate that the cost of an
Internet passport can be made around $10 or less.

Security token products such asRSA SecurID[15,16]
and VASCO Digipass[18] exploit two-factor authenti-
cation [20] technology to support strong authentication.
They are widely used for VPN, e-commerce, e-banking,
and e-government applications. The token hardware can
generate a one-time password based on a built-in clock, a
token-specific secret seed, and a cryptographic algorithm
such as AES, 3DES, or a proprietary hash algorithm. The
hardware is designed to be tamper-resistant [15,30] such
that it effectively deters any attempts to steal the secret
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seed. In addition to the one-time password, a second fac-
tor of authentication is provided by a PIN number or a
paraphrase that the user knows. The price of an RSA
SecurID is about $10 and that of a VASCO Digipass is
about $7 as of 2005 [22].

Our Internet passport design shares very similar fea-
tures with security tokens. It generates a time-changing
passcode based on a built-in clock, the secret codeSEC,
and the cryptographic algorithm denoted by Equations
(5)–(7) in Figure 5(b). The only major difference is that
in order to generate the passcode, our algorithm also
takes external parameters inputted from Internet pass-
port’s USB port. However, this difference only slightly
adds complexity to the hardware. The main complexity
of this hardware lies in its cryptographic algorithm im-
plementation and the tamper-resistant feature. Our cryp-
tographic algorithm is based on SHA-1, which is even
slightly simpler in its hardware implementation than the
AES algorithm as used in the RSA SecurID.

The second factor of authentication in our Internet
passport solution is provided by a user’s biometric prop-
erty, i.e., thumbprint. We can use the user’s biometric
property to unlock the passcode reading. Such biometric
authentication is both simpler and more secure than ask-
ing a user to type a PIN or paraphrase. The following are
some references for the cost of biometric devices nowa-
days: (i) a biometric USB flash drive can be purchased
as cheaply as $7; (ii) a biometric optical mouse is at a
price comparable to a regular optical mouse.

5.2 Core Algorithm
In this section, we evaluate the processing speed and
scalability of our core algorithm at edge agent servers.

5.2.1 Processing Speed Benchmark
We first show the benchmark results for processing speed
of the core algorithm. We perform the benchmark on
a test machine with two dual-core 64-bit Intel Xeon
2.8 GHz processors. We set up a database on this ma-
chine that consists of 4.8 million user entries. These en-
tries are distributed in three full size tables,i.e., each ta-
ble contains 16 user blocks and each block has 100,000
entries. We randomly select 10,000 entries from the user
database and precompute theirTIDs andpasscodes as
the input for the benchmark.

Figure 6(b) shows the average processing time of on-
line and offline validations for the 10,000 entries. It also
itemizes the processing time of major steps that consti-
tute the online and offline validation algorithms. For ref-
erence, we list micro-benchmark results on the same ma-
chine for basic cryptographic algorithms in Figure 6(a).
As we can see, the processing time of the identity val-
idation at edge agents is mainly bounded by the RSA
operations — an RSA decryption operation in the online
validation and an additional RSA signature operation in
the offline validation.

Since the RSA operations are CPU-bound, we can sig-

nificantly improve the processing time of identity valida-
tion via multi-threading on a multi-processor machine.
Figure 6(c) shows the processing time benchmark when
multi-thread is used. As we can see, the processing time
on this two-due-core-CPU machine converges quickly to
0.84ms for online validation and 1.56ms for offline val-
idation as number of threads increases, which is more
than doubling the processing speed of a single thread.

Our benchmark result also reveals that if we can im-
prove the RSA operation speed at edge agents by an or-
der of magnitude (e.g., using dedicated hardware [35]),
the identity validation algorithm will no longer be
bounded by RSA, but by the database query operations.

5.2.2 Service Scalability
Based on the benchmark results, we can make a rough
estimation for the number of edge agent servers needed
in order to provide scalable identity validation services.
According to [8], there are 1,464 million Internet users
in the world as of June 30, 2008. Assume the following
(aggressive) workload for these Internet users:

1 Each user on average accesses 100 Web pages that
incur online validations every day.

2 Each user on average sends 20 Emails that incur
offline validations every day.

3 The workload at peak time of the day is 10 times
the average workload.

To meet the peak time workloads, the system should
be able to process 16.9 million online validations and 3.4
million offline validations each second. Using the bench-
mark results in the last section — 0.84ms for online vali-
dation and 1.56ms for offline validation, we need 19,520
edge agent servers.

The above number can be reduced with proper appli-
cation design,i.e., for the way to use identity valida-
tions. As we will show in Section 5.4.2, we can dra-
matically reduce the workload of online and offline val-
idations, thereby significantly reducing the number of
servers needed for scalable services.

For server load balancing, we can adopt the same ap-
proach as the Google platform [25] does: (i) DNS servers
resolve a domain name to multiple IP addresses, which
acts as a first level of load balancing by directing users
to different data centers (i.e., the edge agents in our so-
lution). The order of IP addresses provided by the DNS
servers is done using round-robin policy. (ii) A load-
balancer (a proxy server) at each data center takes the
user request and forwards it to one of the servers. This
acts as a second level of load balancing.

5.3 IDnet System Protocol
The design goal of the IDnet system protocol is tore-
liably propagate user data and system announcements
within the time constraint enforced by predefinedrespon-
siveness upper bound. The responsiveness upper bound
is the time upper bound that outdated data could remain
in the systemin the worst case. It quantifies the system’s
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guaranteedresponsiveness to data changes. The shorter
the responsiveness upper bound, the better.

However, both the responsiveness upper bound and the
reliability depend on the system scale. The larger the
system, the longer it takes to propagate the data and the
more complex a system becomes; therefore, it becomes
more challenging to achieve short responsiveness upper
bound and high reliability.

In this section, we evaluate the responsiveness upper
bound and reliability using the topological model of a
very large scale IDnet mesh as described in Table 1.

Description of the model
1. The structure of each IDnet is a two-level complete 10-ary tree,
that is, each IDnet has 10 level-1 agents and each level-1 agent has
10 level-2 agents. Therefore, each IDnet has 100 level-2 agents.
2. Each level-2 agent is a data center that consists of 10,000 agent
servers. Therefore, each IDnet has 1 million edge agent servers.
3. Total number of IDnets is 40,000.
4. An IDnet may propagate its hashed user data to another IDnet
usingIDnet forwarding(Section 2.2) via several intermediate IDnets
hop by hop. Denote byL the maximum number of hops for such
IDnet forwarding. We setL to 6.
5. Denote byD the one-way propagation delay of the Internet paths
between two IDnet authority, between an IDnet authority andeach
of its level-1 agent, or between a level-1 agent and each of its down-
stream level-2 agent. We setD to 500ms.

Rationale for the model parameter settings
• We set item1 and2 by referring to the largest replica server system
on the current Internet — the Google platform [25]. The Google
platform is estimated to have over 450,000 servers. Such servers
are distributed across tens of data centers in cities aroundthe world.
We set each IDnet in our model to have a comparable scale of the
Google platform.
• We set item3 by referring to the total number ofautonomous sys-
tems(AS) on the Internet since an IDnet and an AS share the similar
administrative domain nature. There are about 40,000 AS numbers
currently allocated by IANA. We therefore set the total number of
IDnets in our model to 40,000.
• We set item4 based on thesmall world phenomenon[29], which
suggests a six degrees of separation between any two persons.
• We set item5 based on typical propagation delays on Internet
paths. The typical propagation delay between two endpointswithin
the same continent ranges from severalms to several tens ofms; the
typical propagation delay between two endpoints on different con-
tinents may span up to several hundreds ofms. We conservatively
set the one-way propagation delayD to 500ms.

Table 1: Topological model of a very large scale IDnet
mesh used to evaluate IDnet system protocol

5.3.1 Responsiveness Upper Bound

A. Message propagation time
Denote byT1 the time that it takes to propagate a mes-

sage from an IDnet authority to all agents within the
same IDnet; denote byS the message size; denote by
B the goodput to transmit the message (i.e., the through-
put for the TCP payload) over an Internet path; denote
by d the total queuing delay at each level-2 agent,i.e.,
a data center, to forward the message to all the 10,000
servers. Using the topological model described in Table
1, we can computeT1 as:

T1 =
20S

B
+ 2D + d. (12)

Here, 20S
B

corresponds to the total transmission time,
which is the time to sequentially send the message from
the IDnet authority to the 10 level-1 agents plus the
time to sequentially send the message from each level-1
agents to 10 downstream level-2 agents.2D corresponds
to the total propagation delay for the two levels of com-
munication channels.

For the value ofd, suppose we use a linear logical
topology for the forwarding. Assume the size of each
packet is 1,500 bytes, and the transmission bandwidth
between two servers in the data center is 10MBps. Then
the queuing delay of one packet is about 0.15ms. There-
fore,d becomes10, 000 × 0.15ms = 1.5 sec.

We assume that the TCP communication channels
between an IDnet authority and a level-1 agent, and
between a level-1 agent and a level-2 agent, are pre-
established and kept alive all the time. Therefore,T1

does not include the TCP connection establishment time.
Moreover, when propagating user data messages, we
need to perform an SHA-1 hash for each user entry dur-
ing forwarding. However, the hashing can be performed
at line speeds3 and therefore Equation (12) does not need
to include the time spent for hashing.

Denote byT2 the time that it takes to propagate a mes-
sage from an IDnet authority to all agents of all IDnets
within the trustee area. Then,T2 becomes:

T2 =
6S

B
+ 6D + T1 =

26S

B
+ 8D + d. (13)

Here 6S
B

is the total transmission time for IDnet for-
warding for up to 6 hops.6D is the total propagation
delay for IDnet forwarding channels.

B. Responsiveness upper bound for user entries
As described in Section 4.2.1, we pace the user entry

updates initiated by an IDnet at one-hour intervals. Each
update is ensured to be propagated to all IDnet agents in
the trustee area within the next hour. This implies that the
responsiveness upper bound for user entries is two hours.
Comparing with other Internet user credential solutions
such as OpenPGP, our responsiveness upper bound is sig-
nificantly shorter. OpenPGP’s certificate for each user
relies on the expiration time to invalidate itself [23]. The
expiration time is typically set to one year, which implies
a one-year responsiveness upper bound.

Here, we evaluate how we can guarantee the two-
hour responsiveness upper bound in our solution. More
specifically, what is the minimum goodputB required to
ensure that a user entry update can be propagated to all
IDnet agents in the trustee area within one hour?

3SupposeB = 10 MBps, then the transmission time for each user
entry is4.4 µs. While the time to hash a user entry is only0.3 µs.
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Assume the following scenario for an IDnet with one
million users: (i) The Internet passport for each user ex-
pires after three years (similar to a credit card); therefore
each user needs to renew the Internet passport every three
years. (ii) On average, each user loses track of his or her
Internet passport once during the three years such that the
user has to reclaim the Internet passport once. (iii) To be
conservative, we assume that on average each user has
his or her user entry updated 8 times for other possible
reasons during the three years.

The above scenario corresponds to a workload of 10
user entry changes per three years for each user on av-
erage,i.e., 10 million user entry changes per three years
in total. This is equivalent to 381 user entry changes per
hour, which means that each user entry update paced at
one-hour intervals will carry 381 user entries on average.
According to Figures 5(c) and 5(d), we can compute the
size of each user entry update asS = 30+44Nuser bytes
with Nuser set to 381.

Based on the representation ofT2 (Equation (13)), we
can compute the minimum value ofB as follows:

B =
26S

T2 − 8D − d
=

26 × (30 + 44Nuser)

T2 − 8D − d
. (14)

Letting Nuser = 381, T2 = 3600 sec (1 hour),D =
0.5 sec, andd = 1.5 sec, we getB = 0.12KBps. This
means that for an IDnet with one million users and with
the above workload for user entry updates, to guarantee
the two-hour responsiveness upper bound, we only need
to ensure a goodput share of0.12KBps on related Inter-
net paths for user entry updates initiated by this IDnet.

C. Responsiveness upper bound for system announce-
ments

As described in Section 4.2.1, we perform daily re-
freshment for signature blocks in all system announce-
ments and set the signature blocks to expire after two
days. This implies that the responsiveness upper bound
for system announcements is two days. Comparing with
similar secure global announcement solutions such as
DNSSEC [5], our responsiveness upper bound is much
shorter. In DNSSEC, the refreshment period and life-
time of signatures (for DNS data) are typically on the or-
der of weeks or a month, thereby leading to much longer
responsiveness upper bound.

To guarantee the two-day responsiveness upper bound,
we must ensure that we can generate new signatures daily
for all system announcements and to propagate system
announcement updates within one day. Below, we eval-
uate these two aspects in terms of the time dedicated to
generate the daily signatures and the minimum goodput
B required to ensure the timely propagation of system
announcement updates.

Assume an extreme case that the trust area of a speci-
fied IDnet contains all the 40,000 IDnets. Then, the num-
ber of signature blocks the IDnet needs to update daily is
40,102, including: (i) 100 for the agent entries of the 100

level-2 agents, (ii) 1 for the trust area summary and 1 for
the trustee area summary, and (iii) 40,000 for endorse-
ment entries corresponding to the 40,000 IDnets.

As shown in our micro-benchmark results in Figure
6(a), each RSA signature operation for 2048-bit keys
takes8.13ms on the test machine using a single thread.
Therefore, we only need to dedicate40, 000×8.13ms =
325.2 sec CPU time daily to signature generation. If we
use multi-threading, the signature generation speed can
be more than doubled on the same machine.

To estimate the minimum goodputB, we consider an
extreme case for the daily system announcement updates
volume: (i) 100 agent entries, (ii) a trust area update
consisting of 40,000 trust area entries, (iii) an endorse-
ment update consisting of 40,000 endorsement entries,
and (iv) a trustee area update consisting of 40,000 trustee
area entries. According to Figures 5(c) and 5(d), we
can compute the total size of these messages as:S =
(100× 732)+ (326+72Ntrust)+ (4+864Nendorse)+
(326+40Ntrustee) bytes. LettingNtrust = Nendorse =
Ntrustee = 40, 000, we getS = 37.3MB.

Based on the representation ofT1 (Equation (12)), we
can compute the minimum goodputB required to propa-
gate these messages from an IDnet authority to all agents
in the same IDnet within one day as follows:

B =
20S

T1 − 2D − d
. (15)

LettingS = 37.3MB, T1 = 86400 sec (1 day),D =
0.5 sec, andd = 1.5 sec, we getB = 8.84KBps.

5.3.2 Reliability
As a basic infrastructure that other Internet services rely
on, the IDnet mesh must ensure high system reliability.
In addition to the bandwidth requirements and signature
generation speed as evaluated above, we also consider
the following two reliability factors for the system proto-
col design: (i) possible connectivity failures on Internet
paths, and (ii) possible IDnet system faults.

The current Internet only provides a best effort service
which does not guarantee the connectivity. Therefore, to
ensure the timely propagation of protocol messages, we
have to consider this factor in addition to the bandwidth
requirements. According to [31], Internet path connec-
tivity problems can usually be recovered within 20 min-
utes. We therefore set the guaranteed maximum propa-
gation time to no less than one hour to address this.

The IDnet system devices may experience software or
hardware faults that impede the timely propagation of
system announcements, which could impact IDnet ser-
vice availability. Therefore, it is particularly important
to ensure a high reliability for the timely propagation of
system announcements. For this reason, we set the guar-
anteed maximum propagation time for system announce-
ments to one day. This should be sufficient to recover
system faults via automated failovers or manual techni-
cal support in most cases.
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5.4 IDnet User Protocol
The evaluation of IDnet user protocol depends on the
concrete service context. In this section, we use the Web
and Email services as typical examples to evaluate the
performance of the IDnet user protocol.
5.4.1 Application Examples and Overhead
A. Time overhead

The Web service is a typical example where online val-
idation can be applied, while the Email service is a typi-
cal example where offline validation can be applied. Ta-
ble 2 illustrates our prototype implementations for these
two applications. In addition, it also analyzes the time
overhead of IDnet user protocol for the two services.

The time overhead is evaluated in terms ofRTT and
D. RTT is the average round trip time on an Internet path
between (i) a user (an end user or a Web site) and a local
IDnet edge agent, (ii) a user and a local DNS, (iii) an
end user and a Web site, or (iv) an end user and a server
of an Email service provider. RTT is typically several
ms to several tens ofms. D is the transmission delay
for a trust area list response message. It varies between
severalms to severalsec depending on the message size.
The transmission delays for other user protocol messages
are negligible compared to RTT.

The time overhead does not include the following op-
erations from the user’s perspective: (i) selecting an edge
agent of the home IDnet (including resolving the agent
via a local DNS, downloading and verifying the agent
entry), and (ii) downloading the trust area list and trustee
area list of the home IDnet from the selected edge agent.
Both operations are preprocessed automatically after a
user’s computer connects to the Internet.

The time overhead for all system announcement mes-
sages in IDnet user protocol isamortized across a whole
day because the system announcements of each IDnet
are updated at most once per day. In addition, all the
system announcements are very likely to remain static
over longer time scales, which makes them good candi-
dates for caching. Therefore, in the best case, what the
daily updates (at the user’s computer) actually do is sim-
ply refreshing the signature blocks and verifying that the
cached system announcement data are still valid.

Below we summarize the time overhead in both the
worst case and the best case (system announcement data
are already cached and still valid) according to Table 2.

Web: Online validation: The time it takes to finish a
Web service request and response is 5 RTT in the worst
case and 4 RTT in the best case. Deducting 2 RTT as the
service request and response time when online validation
is not used, the time overhead is therefore 3 RTT in the
worst case and 2 RTT in the best case.In both cases, only
1 RTT of the overhead is incurred for every validation,
the rest is amortized across the whole day.

Email: Offline validation : The time overhead at the
sender is 10 RTT+D in the worst case and 2 RTT in the
best case.In both cases, only 1 RTT of the overhead is

Select an edge agent of an IDnet other than the home IDnet

• Worst case: 3 RTT (amortized across the whole day)
1. Fetch the endorsement entry for the IDnet from the home
IDnet agent to get the IDnet’s domain name and public key. 1 RTT

2. Access the local DNS to resolve an edge agent of the IDnet.1 RTT
3. Fetch the agent entry from the edge agent. 1 RTT
4. Verify the agent entry based on the IDnet’s public key. -
• Best case: 1 RTT (amortized across the whole day)
1. Do the following two in parallel: 1 RTT

1) Update the endorsement entry. (1 RTT)

2) Update the agent entry from the edge agent. (1 RTT)

Select an edge agent of the home IDnet (not included in time overhead)

• Worst case: 2 RTT (amortized across the whole day)
1. Steps 2–4 of the worst case in “select an edge agent of an
IDnet other than the home IDnet.” Step 1 is excluded because
the user knows the home IDnet’s domain name and public key
in advance.

2 RTT

• Best case: 1 RTT (amortized across the whole day)
1. Update the agent entry from the edge agent. 1 RTT

Web: Online validation
• Worst case: 5 RTT (2 RTT is amortized across the whole day) - 2 RTT (the
service request and response time when online validation is not used)
1. Send a pre-service request to the Web siteb. b responds with
a list of (up to 20) preferred edge agents distributed across a
number of preferred IDnets withinb’s trust area. Each entry in
the list contains the IP and the IDnet identifier of an agent.

1 RTT

2. Select a validation agentv based on the trustee area of the
user and the preferred agents ofb. -

3 Do the following two in parallel: 1 RTT
1) Supposev belongs to IDnetV . FetchV ’s endorsement
entry from the home IDnet agent.

(1 RTT)

2) Fetchv’s agent entry fromv. (1 RTT)
4. Verify the integrity ofv’s agent entry based onV ’s public
key provided in the endorsement entry. -

5. GenerateTID andpasscode. Then send a (TCP) service
request tob together withTID, passcode, andv’s IP.

1.5 RTT

6. b relaysTID andpasscode to v in form of the online
validation request and performs the online validation usingv.

1 RTT

7. b responses to the service request based on the online valida-
tion result provided byv.

0.5 RTT

• Best case: 4 RTT (1 RTT is amortized across the whole day) - 2 RTT
1. Do the following two in parallel: 1 RTT

1) UpdateV ’s endorsement entry. (1 RTT)

2) Updatev’s agent entry fromv. (1 RTT)
2. Steps 5–7 of the worst case. 3 RTT

Email: Offline validation (sender side)
• Worst case: 10 RTT+D (9 RTT+D is amortized across the whole day)
1. Resolve the trust area of receiver. 6 RTT+D

1) Resolve the home IDnet (B) of the receiver’s Email
provider (e.g., gmail, hotmail) via the Email provider’s server
or via DNS.

(1 RTT)

2) Select an edge agent ofB. (3 RTT)

3) Fetch the (TCP) trust area list ofB from the above agent. (2 RTT+D)
2. Compute the validation area as described in Section 2.3 and
choose an IDnet (V ) within the validation area.

-

3. Select an edge agent (v) of V . 3 RTT
4. Do offline validation usingv and get the signature. 1 RTT
5. Send the Email together withTID, the signature, and the
agent entry ofv. (P.S. Time cost for this step is not overhead.) -

• Best case: 2 RTT (1 RTT is amortized across the whole day)
1. Do the following three in parallel: 1 RTT

1) UpdateB’s trust area summary. (1 RTT)

2) UpdateV ’s endorsement entry. (1 RTT)

3) Updatev’s agent entry fromv. (1 RTT)
2. Steps 4,5 of the worst case. 1 RTT

Email: Offline validation (receiver side)
• Both worst case and best case: 1 RTT (amortized across the whole day)
1. FetchV ’s endorsement entry from the home IDnet agent. 1 RTT
2. Verify the signature embedded in the Email. -

Table 2: Time overhead analysis of IDnet user protocol
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incurred for every validation, the rest is amortized across
the whole day.The time overhead at the receiver is 1 RTT
for both cases and is amortized across the whole day.

B. Space overhead
When using offline validation for Email, the sender

needs to attach the following data to an Email:TID

(128 bytes), SHA-1 fingerprint (20 bytes) of the Email
message, the signature (128 bytes) provided by the edge
agent, and the agent entry (730 bytes) of the edge agent.
Using Base64 encoding, it results in 1.35KB space
overhead per Email. To the best of our knowledge, the
Email traffic composes 1∼1.5% [1] of total Internet traf-
fic today and the average Email message size is of the
order of tens of kilobytes [7]. Therefore, the above space
overhead for Email is quite small.

5.4.2 Application Design Guideline
We can optimize application performance using the fol-
lowing design guideline — “use identity validation only
to bootstrap user accountability.” (This is quite simi-
lar to the practice that people “use RSA cryptography
only to bootstrap a security association.”) When user
accountability is established via identity validation, we
can use faster approaches to retain the user accountabil-
ity instead of performing identity validations repeatedly.
With this guideline, we can (i) significantly improve the
application efficiency by reducing the overhead incurred
by identity validations, and (ii) dramatically reduce the
identity validations’ workload, thereby greatly enhanc-
ing the IDnet mesh’s service scalability.

For example, for Web sites that require a user to reg-
ister an account, we may use the online validationonly
for the registration, and then refresh the validation over
longer time scales,e.g., once a week. We bindTID and
the agent entry to the user’s registration information such
that we retain the user accountability for the registered
account. Later, the user simply logins with her account
to access the Web site the same way as she does today
and the user accountability is automatically enabled.

Necessarily, when a user’s machine can not guarantee
to be spyware free, there is a tradeoff between efficiency
and user impersonation resiliency (which we discuss in
more detail in Section 5.5.1) when we apply this guide-
line. Indeed, it depends on applications to decide the
balance between the two. For instance, for insensitive
applications such as Internet forums, favoring efficiency
could be a good choice; at the same time, for sensitive
applications such as VPN or e-commerce, we are better
off favoring impersonation resiliency by requiring IDnet-
based verification at all times. In addition, benefiting
from the user accountability enabled by our solution, we
can easily inform the owner when detecting user imper-
sonation, such that the owner can quickly react to it.

5.5 Security
In this section, we evaluate several security concerns re-
lated to our solution.

5.5.1 Impersonation Resiliency
Our solution provides strong resiliency to user imperson-
ation in the following way: (i) The tamper-resistant fea-
ture of Internet passport ensures that others can not steal
theSEC without being detected. The only way to get the
SEC to impersonate the user is to get the Internet pass-
port itself. (ii) Using a user’s biometric property to un-
lock the reading ofpasscode ensures that even if others
get the Internet passport or hijack a user’s computer, they
won’t be able to generate thepasscode to impersonate a
user. (iii) A user can easily revoke a missing Internet
passport via the home IDnet by changing theSEC.

5.5.2 Surveillance Resiliency
A misbehaving IDnet may choose to spy on their clients,
e.g., collect user browsing patterns and sell to third par-
ties for Internet advertising [19]. There are two issues
with respect to this problem. First, user privacy is be-
coming a first-order issue nowadays (e.g., [4]). The busi-
ness competition enforces that each IDnet provider must
refrain from such activities. Otherwise, it faces high risks
to undermine its business reputation and in turn lose both
customers and collaborative IDnets (e.g., other IDnets
would remove this IDnet from their trust areas and opt
themselves out from this IDnet’s trustee area).

Second, IDnet mesh isinherentlyresilient to surveil-
lance attempts. This is because there isno single third-
party in our system, and hence no single IDnet can ef-
fectively surveil clients. In particular, when a client from
home IDnetA validates itself at an edge server belonging
to IDnet providerB (common case), neither of the two
IDnets can reverse engineer a client’s identity: IDnetA

because it is not involved in the validation process, and
IDnetB because it is not the home IDnet.

5.5.3 Key Size
As of 2002, a key size of 1024 bits was generally con-
sidered the minimum necessary for the RSA encryption
algorithm. RSA claims that 1024-bit keys are secure (not
likely to become ‘crackable’) by 2010, while 2048-bit
keys are sufficient until 2030 [17]. We use 2048-bit keys
for the IDnet authority such that they can remain un-
changed for a long time period. We use 1024-bit keys
for the edge agents since our system can easily change
agents’ keys over relatively short time period (e.g., once
every three months).

5.5.4 TID Replay Attacks
Thepasscode associated with eachTID remains valid
for up to 30 seconds. To prevent replay attacks using
the sameTID within this period, we can exploit the
additional nonce field used to generate thepasscode

(Equation (6)). For example, an application can encode
a server’s IP and the service TCP/UDP port to this field
such that thepasscode is valid only for the specified ser-
vice on the specified server. The service process on this
server caches all theTIDs that have passed validations
in the recent 30 seconds such that it can block the re-
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plays. For online validation, this server could be a Web
site server. For offline validation, this server could be the
load balancer (the proxy server) at the edge agent.

5.5.5 Agent Spoofing Attacks
In online validation, a misbehaving user may spoof an
edge agent’s IP to send a fake online validation response
to a server that she attempts to cheat. However, we can
effectively counter such attacks by exploiting the online
validation request / response’s two-way communication
property. The server can encode certain data only known
by itself into thecookie field of the online validation re-
quest (Figure 5(f)), such that only the agent who receives
the request can provide a response with the samecookie.
The server can therefore easily filter fake responses.

5.5.6 DDoS Attacks
Malicious users could launch distributed denial-of-
service (DDoS) attacks by sending a large number of
identity validation requests to IDnet edge agents to de-
plete their CPU resources.

Our countermeasures to such attacks include the fol-
lowing: (i) The large scale user data replica and load
balancing mechanism used in IDnet mesh provide the
first level of resilience to DDoS attacks. (ii) We can use
CAPTCHA [28] (e.g., challenge the user with a distorted
image) or proof-of-work approaches [27] (e.g., challenge
the user’s computer with a computational puzzle) to miti-
gate DDoS attacks when the attack level is high. (iii) We
may use dedicated hardware for RSA operations [35] at
edge agents to raise agents’ DDoS resilience.

5.6 Incremental Deployability
The IDnet mesh requires no changes to the existing In-
ternet infrastructure and protocols, and is therefore com-
pletely incrementally deployable. Each IDnet provider
can gradually add servers to their system and use the
Internet for wide-area system communication. All sys-
tem secure communication channels are static and there-
fore can be easily implemented using cryptographic tech-
niques such as IPsec tunnels. Such channels include
those between the IDnet authority and a level-1 agent,
between a level-1 agent and a level-2 agent, and between
two IDnet authorities.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed IDnet mesh, a general purpose
user identity solution for the Internet. The solution can
enable diversified new Internet services as well as new
features for existing ones. It can support both strong user
accountability and privacy. It requires no changes to the
current Internet infrastructure and protocols, and thereby
is completely incrementally deployable. It adopts a prac-
tical trust model such that it yields high system evolvabil-
ity. Our evaluation shows that the proposed system can
achieve outstanding performance for scalability, security,
efficiency, and reliability at the same time.
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